A&S Majors which do not require minors/second majors
(Updated August 2019)

BS Biology

BA/BS Biochemistry

BS Earth and Planetary Sciences
  BS Physics
  BS Physics-Biophysics
  BS Astrophysics
  BS Physics-Optics
BS Environmental Science (Fall 2016)

BA English-Philosophy

BA Languages (Track A only)

BA Communication
  (Critical Studies in Mass Media concentration only)

BA Journalism & Mass Communication
  (Digital Field Media and Strategic Communication concentrations only)

If your major is not on this list,
Then you must have a minor/second major to graduate.

A Note for BS Chemistry Majors
Although a minor is required for the BS Chemistry degree, adding Math 311, 314, 316, and ENGL 2210 will result in a built-in distributed minor.